Mindful nutrition ‒ Franke IndividualMilk Technology*
We know your customers are looking for maximum variety and maximum enjoyment – on their terms! That’s why we’ve developed IndividualMilk Technology* for
our Specialty Beverage Station SB1200. Your customers can enjoy their choice of
dairy or vegan milks, pure and free of cross-contamination and residues, from storage through to cup – guaranteed.
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Discover new Franke Coffee Technologies

OPTIMIZING THE
BUSINESS OF
COFFEE TO-GO

Features for Franke’s
A600, A800, A1000,
and SB1200

Great to-go coffee experiences for your customers
and your business
Grow your business, strengthen customer loyalty, and improve productivity. True customer
satisfaction starts with pure coffee enjoyment. Today’s business success also relies on the
mindful management of resources and the optimization of processes. Together with our
Franke fully automatic coffee machines and our Franke Coffee Technologies, we’re your
partner for a profitable and lasting to-go coffee business.

Consistent high in-cup quality
with iQFlow™
Once your customers have tasted your perfect
espresso, they’ll come back for more. It’s that
simple, especially with our unique iQFlow™
technology.
Programmed to your specifications, iQFlow™
is your key for reliable, great coffee experiences
every time.

Improve the coffee-to-cup ratio –
optimizing resources with Franke Optical Cup Recognition

♦ Get the most from every roasted coffee 			

♦ Enhance the customer journey and improve waiting times

bean with iQFlow™ intelligent aroma extraction

♦ Create and program a signature aroma for 		

your to-go coffee business

♦ For every machine in your fleet, across every

location

First Shot is always ready
You need to make every first coffee experience with your to-go coffee brand count.
After all, one visit can create more visits. That’s why our First Shot technology is your best
shot. Programmable to your specifications, First Shot ensures every selected hot beverage
is as hot as you need it to be - consistently and all day long, from the very first in the morning to the very last at night.
♦ Consistent, reliable beverage temperature every time

Boost profits by stamping out waste as well as POS confusion. Ensure your to-go coffee
machine accurately matches each coffee beverage to the correct sized cup with Franke
Optical Cup Recognition*. Unique to the market, Franke Coffee Technologies uses cameras to match cup capacity to the beverage output before dispensing.

♦ Intuitive on-screen prompts and guidance improve the user experience
♦ Beverage output matched to cup volume every time
♦ Ensure efficient use of raw materials and ingredients by reducing beverage waste
♦ Recognizes your choice of single-use cups, heat-proof glassware,

ceramics and porcelain, aluminum beverage containers

Effortless hygiene with cleaning adapter
for single spout dispenser
♦ Single spout dispenses all beverages centrally to enhance the customer journey
♦ Cleaning adapter ensures cleaning without disassembly for an accurate

and streamlined process

♦ Fully automatic hygiene with Franke CleanMaster reduces manual cleaning-related

tasks as well as machine downtime

♦ Reduce wasted beverage output
♦ Improve the customer experience and strengthen customer loyalty

*Certain Franke Coffee Technologies are currently unavailable in North America.

